Day 1: Introduce the Unit
- Interactive Math Story: Lin's Messy Room (pg. 203M)
- Circus Shapes Story
- Shape Hunt Outside

Day 2: Squares and Rectangles (11-1 and 11-2)
- Record on shape chart

Day 3: Circles and Triangles (11-3 and 11-4)
- Record on shape chart
- Sorting shapes Activity
- Make shapes on Geoboards with "Make a Shape" Cards

Day 4: All plain shapes
- Review all shapes (square, rectangle, circle, triangle)
- Shape of Things Story
- Class Book based on Shape of Things

Day 5: All Plain Shapes
- Shape, Shape What Do You See? mini-book
- Shape Pass Song

Day 5: Solid Figures (11-5)
- Use Lakeshore set to introduce 3-D shapes
- Shape Poster
- Shape Pass Song

Day 6: Sorting Solid Figures
- Use 11-6 handout to cut shapes for sorting

Day 7: Comparing Solid Figures (11-6)
- Roll, Slide, Stack investigation

Day 8: Flat Surfaces of Solid Figures (11-7)
- Make shapes out of clay

Day 9: Solid Figures Review
- I Know 3-D Shapes mini-book

Other Activities:
- Sea Animal Shape Buddy Activity
- Shape Crackers Sort
- Pattern Block Grab and Sort
- Pattern Block Sort
- Shape Mural